ABSTRACT

THE COMBINATION OF THE TRIAD MODELS EXPECTED TO BE THE BEST MODEL IN DEVELOPING OF AGRICULTURE TRAINING MODEL AT JEMBRANA REGENCY

BY KETUT ERAWATI

The objective research was to develop a training model that used to upgrade professionalism in giving information about agriculture at Jembrana regency. The training program itself was proposed to overcome the problem faced in agricultural development. The information is really important to develop agriculture at our regency that used to increase professionalism technically carried out in agricultural training program. The training program that already applied couldn’t help what actually need. The solution needed is how we get appropriate training program to solve this program.

The research application methodologically surveyed based on identification and analyze of the training program that had already done and theoretically examined. The result showed that the achievement of the training model didn’t get along with what we expect. This research we knewed that we should give priority to the training model needed by agriculture informant.
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